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TO EXPERIENCE games in glorious
3D you need two key elements: the

GeForce 3D Vision set of battery-
powered glasses and emitter,

and a monitor capable of
refreshing its image at

120Hz. Samsung and
ViewSonic have both

produced the first two
120Hz-capable 22-inch

desktop TFTs, and this is
Samsung’s offering. 
The Samsung SyncMaster
2233RZ is a fairly standard 22-
inch TFT in most respects; 1,680
x 1.050 resolution, 300cd/m2
brightness and 1,000:1 contrast
ratio, along with Samsung’s
curved design and some rather
odd flowers etched into the rear.
But that 120Hz refresh rate is
the vital component, since it
allows 3D Vision to produce a
sufficiently smooth image to
keep things headache-free.

The glasses are necessarily a little
clunkier than traditional polarised
specs, in order to house the battery and
the USB port for charging, but as you’ll
get 40 hours out of one charge you
needn’t worry about being
unnecessarily tethered to your desktop.

At £347 exc VAT for the full package
(assuming you already own an Nvidia
card,) it certainly isn’t cheap.
Nonetheless, this is a new technology
aimed at early adopters, and once you
see the results with your own eyes it’s a
highly tempting proposition. Yes, it has
its early flaws, but with Nvidia wielding
such clout in the world of gaming we
can see GeForce 3D Vision making
steady progress towards the mainstream.

ACER ASPIRE REVO R3600

AS THE first Nvidia Ion system has hit
retail, the pressure is on Acer’s Aspire
Revo to prove net-top PCs are good for
more than just web browsing. Previous
Atom-based models, with their
integrated Intel graphics, have lacked
the processing power to play back high-
definition video smoothly, but our
recent look at a pre-production Ion
gave us hope that net-tops could find a
niche as low cost media devices.

The good news is that Acer’s
implementation is just as successful. It
pairs a 1.6GHz Atom 230 with Nvidia’s
GeForce 9400M graphics, resulting in a
far more capable core specification
than the Asus Eee Box B202. We ran a
selection of 1080p videos and found
that the graphics chip was more than
capable of bearing the brunt of the
smooth decoding, providing you know
how to enable GPU acceleration in
your chosen software.

For the most part it’s no departure
from previous net-tops, but the graphics
chip makes all the difference to

usability. It’s no gamer’s
paradise, managing just 15fps
in our latest demanding
Crysis test, but the ability to
play back HD video on such a
cheap device is appealing.

If media capability is
important to you, the Acer is
better looking than HP’s
chunkier Compaq
CQ2000UK-M, despite the
latter’s bundled monitor.
Asus’ new Eee Box B206
with ATi graphics runs it
close, but right now the Acer
Aspire Revo R3600 stands
alone as the first net-top PC
we’d genuinely consider
buying for our living rooms. 
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The Aspire Revo is Acer’s
first foray into the net-top
box market
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Nvidia is hoping to take 3D
gaming to the masses


